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Summary response to the “Moving Forward Together Draft Plan”
(hereafter called “The Plan”)
A. Increased frequency of #10:
We welcome and support the slight increase in frequency on the Corridor Route 10 during
the midday and evenings as well as on weekends, which is a combined result of the 10B and
10C routing through our area. This measure strengthens our connection to Downtown
Halifax.
B. Additional stops of #370
We very much appreciate the new additional stop on Route 370, which will allow riders to
get on/off the bus near 107 Main St. and at Cherrybrook. The estimated eight additional
stops per day are helpful for residents of eastern communities to travel to the city core as
well as access services in our district. The extra stops also enable current BID employees,
working a 9 – 5 shift and living in those communities, to use transit for work purposes and it
allows residents surrounding the BID to access the city core through the #370.
C. Linking communities:
Considering the socioeconomic importance of the Main St Area for Dartmouth, its
demographic composition and its ambitious development plans for the near future, we
perceive the The Plan to be inadequate regarding the provision of links to other areas of
Dartmouth.

Figure 1: Transit journeys from neighbouring densities to Main Street shopping & services

“The theme of “making connections” is central to the municipality’s active transportation
objectives. A fundamental goal of the plan is to make the connections between where people live
and where they work, shop, access transit, access services and attend school as easy and direct as
possible by foot or by bicycle“.
2014-19 Halifax Active Transportation Priorities Plan, p.6.
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D. Transfer Points/Walkability:
Transit riders from eastern communities continue to be directed to Portland St and the
Portland Hills Terminal for transfers. Although the location of this terminal has a higher
residential density, it scores low for walk-ability and other forms of active transportation;
alternatively a Tacoma terminal would mean commuters could access a full range of services
within less than a 500m walking radius to run errands between transfers.

Figure 2: Draft Network and the Walk Score of Transfer Points (Walk Score further explained on p.7)

“In some cases, Park & Ride facilities are not the highest and best use of land adjacent to transit
terminals. Land near transit facilities is ideal for Transit Oriented Design development which
would include a mixture of land uses, designed to support active transportation and transit. This
type of development can result in significantly higher transit ridership than would be generated
from a Park & Ride facility.”
Moving Forward Together Draft Plan – Transit Oriented Design, p.69.

E. Tacoma Centre Bus Stop:
In accordance with D, we welcome and support the identification of Tacoma Centre as a bus
stop that potentially can be developed to a “Level 4 Transit Centre” according to the
Passenger Amenity Classifications in The Plan. Despite a high number of daily boardings
throughout the Main St. Area there is currently no bus stop infrastructure which would
exceed “Level 3” of the classifications in The Plan. See Moving Forward Together Draft Plan, p.90.
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In this document we explain why we deem the proposed routing of The Plan in
Eastern Dartmouth inadequate based on:
 The ambitious urban development plans for the Main St area recently approved by
the Regional Council and founded in Land Use By-laws
 The relevance of the Main Street area for transit riders due to a full range of services
accessible in walking distance
 The demography of our area
Finally we will conclude our statement with suggestions on how to re-allocate resources.

Background
Future Development
Main Street is undergoing a transformation to ensure that as the vacant and underutilized
properties are redeveloped, Main Street grows in its role as a residential area and vibrant
commercial hub for Dartmouth East and Cole Harbour/Westphal/ North and East Preston.
Regional Council approved and established the Main Street BID to help drive this
development. As part of this designation, the BID witnessed tremendous changes of its Land
Use By-laws which paved a future for a strong urban regeneration of this area. The goals of
these changes to policy are summarized in the Municipal Planning Strategy as follows:




Foster incremental development of a mixed-use town centre;
Focus housing close to shops, services, employment and transit; and
Encourage walkable streetscape
Dartmouth MPS, p.91

Figure 3: New height limits for development in Main St Area. Residential and Job Density increases.
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The change of land use by-laws allows for a dramatic densification of the district.
Consequently, the Main St Area will likely double to triple its existing residential and
commercial space within the next 5-8 years. Three developments that utilize the new by-laws
are already in progress. Since the Moving Together Plan envisions transit routing changes in
Dartmouth in the fiscal year of 2017/2018, it is important to proactively plan the transit
infrastructure for it to keep pace with the development of our district.

Linkage to higher level policy
Transit and land use planning are two interdependent disciplines, and decisions on transit
routes have a significant impact on future development of the city as a whole. Regional
Council has taken a bold step in September 2013 to establish Main St Dartmouth as a first of
its kind complete community development with strong focus on mixed-use development.
The implementation of this vision, however, cannot happen to its full extent without strong
support of Halifax Transit.
The Main St Area currently provides a full range of services within walking distance, and as a
result of the anticipated mixed use developments the district will become a role model for a
complete community. The following planning policies demonstrate the importance of transit
to support the vision of such walkable neighbourhoods:

Regional Plan
4.1 Transportation Goals (p.59)




Promote land settlement patterns and urban design approaches that support fiscally and
environmentally sustainable transportation modes;
Forecast HRM’s need for mobility and provide service and infrastructure to meet this demand while
influencing choices towards transportation sustainability; and
Design complete streets for all ages, abilities, and modes of travel.”

4.2.3 Public Transit (p.61-62)
“Transit facilities and services are to be planned in collaboration with land use planning
and community design with emphasis on serving the Regional Centre, Regional District,
Urban District and Local Growth Centres”
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3.3 Planning and Design for Growth Centres (p.47)
The Main Street Area is identified as a local growth centre in the Regional Plan.
According to the Urban Planning and Design policy for growth centres, the area needs to
fulfill the following requirements:
•
•
•

Pedestrian oriented transit stops
Enhanced pedestrian linkages
Access to AT routes

Conclusion: The Regional Planning policy emphasizes the importance of good transit linkages
to realize Council’s ambitious plans for the area. This is also reiterated by the Transport
Demand Management Policy, which forms an integral part of the Transportation Masterplan
for Halifax:
Transport Demand Management (TDM) Policy
4. Ensure land use and urban design support fiscally and environmentally sustainable
transportation. (p.3 – Vision and Objectives)
 Integrate transportation and land use through mixed use, transit-oriented, pedestrian friendly
developments;
 Develop policies that require TDM is considered as part of development approvals; and
 Encourage the development of interconnected public streets that are safe and convenient for
pedestrians, cyclists, and easily served by transit.
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Current State Analysis
We are aware that Halifax Transit has the enormously difficult task of distributing limited
resources among their routes. However, we believe that there is a way for a more balanced
distribution of routes in the eastern communities of Dartmouth than the proposed strong
concentration on the Portland Hills Terminal. With some minor modifications to the
allocation of transit resources there is a way to incorporate the present and future public
transit needs of Main Street and the No 7 Highway. These changes would trigger positive
effects for the users of transit in eastern Dartmouth communities. A detailed analysis has
been carried out in a number of areas to help demonstrate how we have reached this
conclusion:

Walk Score

Figure 4: Proposed routes and Walk Score values (repeated map)

The Walk Score is a scientifically sound approach to assess the magnitude of services and
amenities within walking distance from a specific place. The Walk Score was promoted by
notable partners such as the Rockefeller foundation and was validated by leading academic
researchers many times (https://www.walkscore.com/professional/walkabilityresearch.php).
Figure 4 demonstrates how the proposed bus routes accumulate on the Portland Hills
Terminal, an area that is very much designed to serve private vehicle users. The highly
concentrated pedestrian friendly shopping and service area on Main St cannot be
conveniently accessed by employees, shoppers or diners from eastern Dartmouth
communities.
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Shop and services cluster on Main Street
The following map shows all shops and services that were taken under consideration into the
walk score. The agglomeration of businesses on Main St is striking and unparalleled in the
eastern Dartmouth and Cole Harbour areas.

Figure 5: Shopping, Dining and Education Clusters in Eastern Dartmouth

Source: Walkscore/Google Maps

Consequently, the Main St
Area is also an important
employment hub. In Figure 6
the map from Statistics Canada
visualizes the agglomeration of
employment opportunities on
Main St as compared to
eastern Portland St and Cole
Harbour Road.

Figure 6: Job Densities according to 2006 Census
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Medical and Dental Clinics

Figure 7: Dentists and Medical Doctors in Eastern Dartmouth

While the Walk Score captures how well an area is
serviced by stores, services, drinking/dining as well as
educational and recreational facilities, an important
aspect is not included in the Walk Score and requires
particular mention: medical clinics and dentists.
The Main St Area hosts a total of 45 health and
wellness services within a 500m radius from the
Tacoma Centre bus stop. The Woodlawn Medical
Clinic on its own hosts the practices of 30 doctors
operating from 92 Main Street. Although we do not
have precise data on densities of medical services in
Nova Scotia, we suppose that such an agglomeration
is unparalleled in the province. Therefore the Main St
area is an important health service provider for
eastern Dartmouth communities and beyond.
Residents of Downtown Dartmouth or Grahams Grove
who utilize the health services in our area, have no
other option to access Main St than by transferring
between two 60 minute frequency connections via
Penhorn Terminal.
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Demographics and Income
The Main St area has a high share of seniors that depend on reliable transit connections to
Downtown Dartmouth in order to access services and amenities such as the Dartmouth
Seniors Service Centre, the Public Library and the parks and cafes in this area. This group of
citizens has no reliable link from Downtown Dartmouth to their Main St Area homes outside
of the rush hour according to The Plan. A missed bus at Penhorn Terminal will cause a 60
minute wait; an undesirable time frame for even the young.

Figure 8: Population share of seniors in Eastern Dartmouth

Figure 9: Distribution of Household Income Map

Source: Census 2011

Source: National Household Survey 2011
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Figure 9 highlights an income disparity between households in the Main St Area and
Households around and especially south of the Portland Hills Terminal. Low income
households are less likely to own a vehicle. According to The Plan, low income families in
‘walkable’ neighbourhoods of eastern Dartmouth have greater challenges to access high
frequency transit than high income families in car dependent areas.
The Plan also leaves residents from lower income communities along Mt Edward Road
without a transit connection to Main St. services and employment. Also, residents from the
Main St area as well as students of the NSCC Akerley Campus (who pay for transit as part of
their tuition) need a frequent connection to Downtown Dartmouth.

Lack of reliable Transit connection
One of the primary Moving Forward Principles is to “build a simplified transfer based system”
with straight connections instead of looping routes. Main Street Dartmouth is a hub for
services and employment, and yet it has no reliable, high frequency connection from any
other part of Dartmouth than from the Bridge Terminal via Woodland Ave.
Halifax Transit has rightly embraced the concept of a transfer based network in the ‘Moving
Together Principles’. However, transfers only benefit riders in conjunction with high
frequencies. Transit Riders of eastern Dartmouth communities will, unless they travel during
rush hour, need to transfer between two bus routes operating on 60 minutes frequencies in
order to reach Main St. It will be very difficult for Halifax Transit to integrate transfers into
the schedule of such routes as those depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Transit journeys from neighbouring densities to Main Street shopping & services (repeated)
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Our main catchment areas for short term visits to healthcare, services and shopping are the
residential areas located either east of our Business Improvement District (including
Cherrybrook, Preston and the Eastern Shore) or in Grahams Grove and Downtown
Dartmouth. These areas are only linked to the Main St/Tacoma area by diverted connections
that involve transferring on 60 minute frequency routes. Since delays in the operation of
transit lines inevitably occur, riders to the Main St area risk a 60 minute wait at transfer
points if they miss their connection.

Outlook
The new land use bylaws passed in late 2013 support a strong densification within the
boundaries of the Main St Area Business Improvement District. The Main St Area comprises
considerable areas of underutilized and derelict land on which the new by-laws allow for
development of up to 12 storey buildings with mixed uses. Since late 2013, properties within
the Main St designation are the only ones in Dartmouth that allow for high rise apartment
buildings without the need for development agreements with the municipality. Considering
this advantage over other areas, Main St will soon see a dramatic rise of population.
Main Street is almost certain to develop within the short to midterm future, into a high
density residential and shopping community. Other areas in Dartmouth have not been
earmarked for that kind of development by planning policy; the zoning around the Portland
Hills Transit Terminal will not allow for any substantial development over the next decades.
Given the long term perspective of the Moving Forward Together Draft Plan, we deem it as
very important to consider the future land use scenarios in Dartmouth and shift some
resources from the over serviced Portland St / Cole Harbour Rd corridor to the Main St Area.

Figure 11: Development opportunities on Main Street Area since 09/2013 by-law changes
Existing buildings in brown colour

Source: Halifax, Regional Planning
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Recommended Changes
Given the budgetary restrictions of a transit plan, we understand that asking for additional
resources is not an option. However, we believe that by a slight redistribution of transit
resources in The Plan, a more efficient routing for eastern communities of Dartmouth can be
achieved. Below are some examples of how minor adjustments of The Plan can help to build
an increasingly simplified transfer based network as well as to invest in service quality and
reliability:
Route 63
Change west end of route termination from Penhorn to Tacoma Centre or Mic Mac Mall
Disadvantage:
 Transfer point becomes Tacoma Centre or Mic Mac Mall rather than Penhorn thus no connection to
Routes 5 and 159 at Penhorn.
Solution:
o Bridge Terminal Dartmouth / Downtown Halifax bound riders can
transfer to Corridor Route 10.
Advantages:
 Provides a transfer to Corridor Route 10 and the 370 Regional Express to Halifax.
 Provides a safer connection for students from Cranberry Crescent area to Prince Andrew High School
 Provides a direct connection from many areas of Cole Harbour to NSCC Akerley Campus
 Provides a direct connection between Cole Harbour and Main Street Tacoma Centre
 Provides a direct connection between Main Street area and Cole Harbour Place
 Eliminates overlap with Route 58 between Belle Vista Dr/Woodlawn Road and Penhorn Terminal
Route 61/68 (161/168)
Redirect one of these routes along Route 7 Main Street into Tacoma Centre with an option to continue Route
along Prince Albert Road and Alderney Drive to Ferry and Bridge Terminals.
Disadvantages:
 The redirected route looses the connection to Corridor Route 5
Solution:
o The route gains the link to Corridor Route 10




Loss of some coverage in Cole Harbour Area
Solution:
o Redistribution of overlapping routes (61, 63 and 68) in the southern section of Forest Hills
Parkway

The passengers of the redirected Route going to Forest Hills and Portland St/Cole Harbour Road area
will be required to transfer at Montague Rd/Hillcrest and Main Street
Solution:
o Very few, if any would want to transfer. The Main St area has greater ‘walkability’ features as
well as a logical connection to other routes. In contrast, there are little to no services in
walking distance available at the Portland Hills Terminal
Advantages:
 Provides a transfer to Corridor Route 10
 Provides a direct connection between Cherry Brook/ North Preston to Main Street and Tacoma
Terminal – the closest and most natural service centre for these communities
 Provides direct access into the Main Street commercial area
 Provides a direct connection from eastern Dartmouth communities to the NSCC Akerley Campus
 Provides a direct connection between Main St /Caledonia Road area to shops and services along Main
Street near Forest Hills Parkway.
 Connects Highway 7 and Main Street to the Grahams Grove density, Downtown Dartmouth, the Ferry
and Bridge Terminals
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Route 55
Going south divert the route from Braemar Drive through Maple Dr and Raymond St to Tacoma Centre, before
continuing proposed route.
Disadvantages:
 Lengthened travel time for passengers going from Waverly Road to MicMac Terminal
Advantages:
 Provides direct access from Waverley Road to Main Street and Tacoma Centre for better
interconnections southward and Eastward
 Provides direct access for Downtown Dartmouth residents to shops, services and clinics on Main St
 Provides bus service for the Maple Drive/Raymond communities
 Provides direct access to the Main Street commercial area
 Provides a more direct access to for high school students to Prince Andrew High School
 Provides a more direct connection to NSCC Akerley Campus

Route 401
Continue straight going west on Highway No. 7 to Mic Mac Mall via Main St instead of detouring to the Portland
Hills Terminal via Ross Rd.
Disadvantages:
 Very few residents on Ross Rd lose their transit connection
Advantages:
 Travel times of Porters Lake and East Preston residents shorten through direct access to Corridor Route
10 on Main St / at Mic Mac Mall, thereby improving the commute to the Halifax Peninsula
 Porters Lake and East Preston residents gain for the first time, access to their closest service and
shopping area on Main St; (this point was brought up by the East Preston Ratepayers Association)

Conclusions
With regard to our common efforts to promote a sustainable travel and land use pattern in
the Halifax region, we believe that a few changes to the currently proposed allocation of bus
resources can be very supportive of Council’s commitment to create a dense and vibrant
urban core in the Main St Area by virtue of Project # PN1286 passed by Council in 09/2013.
By the time the Draft Plan will be fully implemented (Fiscal Year 2020/2021), Main Street will
have likely underwent significant land-use changes with a strong increase of residential
density. Let us work together to create a role model for a sustainable, car-independent and
complete community with a viable transit hub for the sustainable future of Halifax.

